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Cardinals and Ordinal De�nabilityCardinals and Ordinal De�nabilityAn old question in mathematis, dating bak to Kroneker andDedekind:Question. To what extent an ountable mathematis be doneomputably?Examples:1. A omputably presentable �eld has a omputably presentablealgebrai losure.2. A omputably presentable �eld might not have a omputablesplitting algorithm (algorithm for testing irreduibility ofpolynomials de�ned over it).



Cardinals and Ordinal De�nabilityDe�nability as an Analogue of ComputabilityIn unountable mathematis de�nability serves as an analogue ofomputability.Example:3. Any unountable losed set of reals U is the union of a ountableset C and a perfet set P (a nonempty losed set without isolatedpoints); moreover we an de�ne C and P in terms of U.4. There are sets of reals whih are not Lebesgue measurable, butin general there is no de�nable suh set.Example 3 is due to Cantor and led him to invent the theory ofordinal numbers, whih in turn led him to invent Set TheorySo we have a new question:Question. To what extent an Set Theory be done de�nably?



Cardinals and Ordinal De�nabilityOrdinal-De�nabilityDe�ning something requires giving a de�nition and there are onlyountably-many de�nitions sine there are only ountably manysentenes in the English (or even Hungarian) languageSo set-theorists prefer to talk about de�nability using ordinalsExample:Given a de�nable, losed set U in a topologial spae de�ne:U0 = U, U1 = U ′0 = all limit points of U . . .Un+1 = U ′n . . .Uω =
⋂n UnUω+1 = U ′

ω
· · ·Uα for any ordinal numberThen Uα is de�nable given a name for α, it is ordinal-de�nable, butmaybe not de�nable



Cardinals and Ordinal De�nabilityGödel and Ordinal-De�nabilityGödel had a lot to say about ordinal-de�nabilityL: There is a smallest universe of set theory ontaining all of theordinal numbers, the universe of onstrutible sets LHOD: The olletion of all sets whih are ordinal-de�nable andwhose elements are ordinal de�nable and whose elements ofelements are ordinal-de�nable, et. forms a universe of set theory,the universe of hereditarily ordinal-de�nable sets HOD.L is ontained in HOD but in general is smaller than HODOur questionCan Set Theory be done de�nably?beame the questionCan Set Theory be done ordinal-de�nably?and this is equivalent to the questionDoes V , the universe of all sets, equal HOD?



Cardinals and Ordinal De�nabilityCardinals and Ordinal De�nabilityNo, V does not neessarily equal HOD.If V equals L then Yes, but otherwise maybe not.But modern set theory has suggested that HOD aptures manyfeatures of the entire universe V , suh as the notion of ardinalityHOD strongly aptures ardinality i� whenever α, β are ordinals ofthe same ardinality then there is an ordinal-de�nable bijetionbetween them.HOD does not neessarily strongly apture ardinality: A result ofLévy shows that maybe an (in�nite) ordinal is ountable but thereis no ordinal-de�nable bijetion between it and ωHowever we an re�ne this notion:



Cardinals and Ordinal De�nabilityCardinals and Ordinal De�nabilityLet κ be a ardinal number.HOD aptures ardinality κ i� whenever α, β are ordinals ofardinality κ then there is an ordinal-de�nable bijetion betweenthem.HOD aptures ardinality i� HOD aptures ardinality κ forunboundedly many ardinals κDeep Fat of Core Model Theory. If HOD does not aptureardinality then there are universes of set theory with very largein�nities (inaessible, measurable, strong, Woodin and more)This is evidene in favour of theCardinality Conjeture. HOD aptures ardinality.



Cardinals and Ordinal De�nabilityCardinals and Ordinal De�nability
Theorem(Cummings-SDF-Golshani) The Cardinality Conjeture is False.Assuming the onsisteny of the existene of a superompatardinal, it is onsistent that HOD does not apture ardinality κfor any in�nite κ.For the speialists in Set Theory I now give a hint of the proof:



Cardinals and Ordinal De�nabilityCardinals and Ordinal De�nabilityWe want a model in whih κ+ of HOD has been ollapsed for allin�nite κ.Start with GCH and a ardinal κ that is κ++++-superompat.Fore with κ+-superompat Radin foring Ru using a measuresequene U of length a weak repeat point.This foring adds a �Radin lub� C to κ and ollapses α+ to α foreah α in C .De�ne a �projetion� map on Ru whih disards information thatwould ollapse α+ for α in C .Form a �projeted foring� Rπ

π(u) out of these projeted onditions.Prove the existene of a weak projetion map π in the sense ofForeman-Woodin from Ru to R
π

π(u).Use this to show that Rπ

π(u) has the Prikry Property and thereforepreserves ardinals over V .



Cardinals and Ordinal De�nabilityCardinals and Ordinal De�nabilityNow we have:V ⊆ V [Gπ] ⊆ V [G ]where V ,V [Gπ] have the same ardinals and the suessors oflub-many ardinals less than κ have been ollapsed in V [G ].Next argue that the quotient of Ru over Rπ

π(u) has enoughhomogeneity to ensure that the HOD of V [G ] is ontained inV [Gπ].
κ stays inaessible (even κ+++-superompat) in V [G ], so we antrunate to models of set theory



Cardinals and Ordinal De�nabilityCardinals and Ordinal De�nability
Vκ ⊆ V V [Gπ]

κ ⊆ V V [G ]
κand as the HOD of V V [G ]

κ is ontained in the HOD of V [G ] whihis ontained in V [Gπ], we have that in V V [G ]
κ , α+ of HOD hasbeen ollapsed for α in the Radin lub C .Finally use a homogeneous Easton produt to ensure that everyardinal is of the form α or α+ for some α in C .



Cardinals and Ordinal De�nabilityFurther Questions and CommentsHow badly an HOD fail to apture ardinality?Is it possible that every in�nite ardinal is a limit ardinal of HOD?Is it possible that they are all measurable in HOD?And is superompatness neessary? Perhaps the Core ModelTheory breaks down far below a superompat.More omments: We have foused on De�nability.De�nability is not the only analogue of omputability in Set Theory.Indeed there is interesting work on generalisations of the notion ofomputability itself in Set Theory, even with orresponding notionsof omputational omplexity. For these theories, Gödel's model L ofonstrutible sets seems to be su�ient and for example questionsabout �omputable� yet unountable �elds in L are quite interesting.



Cardinals and Ordinal De�nabilityFurther Questions and CommentsAnd �nally it is worth noting that there is a sense in whih HODindeed is a good approximation to the universe of sets as a whole:Theorem(a) (Vopenka) Every set is generi over HOD.(b) The entire universe is generi over HOD.Here the word �generi� refers to generalisations of Cohen's methodof foring to produe �generi� extensions of a given model of settheory. However by my result with Cummings and Golshani, itseems that foring an do violent things to a model of set theory,suh as ruining its ardinal struture. Nonetheless there is someevidene that there are limits to the damage that foring an do . . .but this is the subjet of another talk!Thanks for listening!


